
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You are having a knack for numbers, curious to discover food & drink trends, able to empower a big Team and each 
single team member, always striving for improvements and having an eye for details? And because you love to own all 
those different topics, you are a genuine host and a passionate leader, spreading good vibes, always taking care that 
you and your team are well prepared at any time, keen to create experiences here with us at our particular BIKINI Island 
& Mountain Hotel Port de Sóller, Mallorca. 

YOUR MAIN TASKS WITH US WILL BE:  
THE THING ABOUT THE NUMBERS… 

planning, controlling & evaluating the F&B Budget 
incl. all F&B related revenues & costs with the GMs 
create the monthly F&B reporting incl. actual 
revenues, costs, inventories & staff planning 
compared to the budget 
menu engineering and continuous reviewing of the 
offers in all F&B outlets in collaboration with the 
Chef, NENI and the GMs  
planning, implementing and evaluating revenue-
boosting measures 
ensuring an optimum capacity utilization in all F&B 
outlets e.g. by optimizing the use of “the fork”  
creating new- and reflecting existing service-, 
process-, product management- & hygiene 
standards and checklists with the goal to lower 
costs and increase revenues and the quality of our 
guest experience 
 

BACKSTAGE… 
warehouse management incl. defining minimum 
stocks and releasing orders in time 
inventory- and cost control 
supplier relations, evaluation and acquisition 
 

BECAUSE COMMUNICATION MATTERS. 
being informed about the happenings in house and 
on the island  
sharing relevant information within the F&B team, 
cross-departamental and with the GMs 

YOUR TEAM… 
staff planning and staff management for the whole 
F&B department in collaboration with HR/GMs incl. 
reflecting job descriptions, recruiting, employee 
selection, onboarding of new team members, staff 
appraisals, talent development, creating & 
controlling schedules, extra hours & holidays  
ensuring that the whole F&B team is aware of the 
BIKINI Behaviour guidelines and respecting them 
creating a training schedule for product and on-
the-job trainings for the whole F&B department incl. 
evaluating the effects of those trainings 
 

…AND ACTUALLY IT´S ALL ABOUT THE GUEST. 
ensuring a smooth daily operation and a clean and 
appealing look and feel in all F&B outlets  
caring for smooth and joyful events- & group 
exeperiences in all F&B outlets 
being interested in who is sitting in front of you, 
curious to find out what fits best to each individual 
guest, making them enjoying the good vibes and the 
good stuff in all our F&B outlets, creating surprises  
guest feedback management incl. enabling the 
employees to take the right decisions e.g. for 
surprises/compensation 
 

WHAT ELSE? 
         taking over 1 day MOD every 2-3 month 
         being present in each outlet on a regular basis,   
         supporting the operation during peak times, being  
         approachable for your team and our guests   

TEAM LEADER NENI 
MALLORCA. F&B MANAGER. 



Do you want to join our great team? Then apply with your CV including salary expectations. Ramona Kötting is looking 
forward to all applications and is the contact person for all questions that may arise at	rkoetting@bikini-hotels.com. 
 
 

          
 

  

WHAT´S IN YOUR LUGGAGE? YOU HAVE/ YOU ARE… 
…experience in leading a big, diverse team 
…planned a budet, done inventories and F&B controlling before 
…a passionate host  
…a rolemodel 
…still organized when it gets busy all around you 
…patient and determined 
…know-how in purchasing the good stuff on time and negotiating with suppliers 
…solution-oriented, searching for the “how to…”  
…curious to learn continuously more, not only about new food and drinks 
…a team player with hands-on-mentality 
…fluently speaking English, good Spanish skills 
…open minded 
…keen to sell some good stuff 
…able to implement and consolidate new structures 

….     …happy to be part of a multicultural, young and inspiring team in one of the most particular hotels of the island 


